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EXERCISES YOU CAN DO IN THE OFFICE

The ’lion stretch’

The flamingo

The ’neck check’

Bring your hands to your chest, turn your 
wrists backwards, stretch your arms out and 
push your hands a little further forwards. Press 
your shoulders a little further forward to feel 
the stretch in your back.

Keep your arms stretched out and move them 
slowly upwards until they are as far over your 
head as possible.

Push your chest sideways to the right and 
stretch your arms up and slightly to the left. 
Feel the stretch along the right side of your 
torso. Don’t overdo the stretch and make sure 
that it feels good.

And now switch sides. Push your chest side-
ways to the left and stretch your arms up and 
slightly to the right. Feel the stretch along the 
left side of your torso. Don’t overdo the stretch 
and make sure that it feels good. 
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Rest one hand on the back of the chair.
Tense your core (stomach + bottom) and pull 
your tummy button in slightly. Make sure the foot 
of your supporting leg is facing forwards.

Sit upright. Hold on the bottom of your chair and 
tip your head backwards (without moving your 
shoulders). Hold this position for 20 seconds and 
don’t forget to breathe.

Repeat the same movement but with your head 
forwards. Hold this position for 20 seconds and 
watch your abdomen move as you breathe in and 
out.

Sit up straight on your chair and tip your head 
sideways. Place your right hand on your head 
and draw your head gently downwards until you 
feel a stretch. Hold this stretch for 20 seconds.

Change sides and hold for another 20 seconds. 
Repeat the full series 1 to 3 times. Stretching 
should never be painful, so don’t stretch further 
than feels good.

Lift your leg up 10 times and repeat the series 
1 to 4 times. Make it more difficult: stretch your 
leg as far forwards as you can without touching 
the ground.

Stretch your leg out to the side and repeat this 
10 times.

Repeat the same move another 10 times, but 
behind you. Make it more difficult: keep both 
arms at your sides. Now repeat these 3 exercises 
with your other leg.
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